Human societies will consistently organize into three recurring social classes:
upper, middle, and lower. The middle class will eventually rebel, exploiting
the mass power of the lower class to overthrow the upper class to eventually
leave the lower class as unrepresented and as oppressed as they had been
before the revolution.
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“Even after enormous upheavals and
seemingly irrevocable changes, the
same pattern has always reasserted
itself, just as a gyroscope will always
return to equilibrium, however far it is
pushed one way or the other” (201).

“For long periods the High seem to be
securely in power,” but sooner or later it
always fall to the hands of the Middle
(201).

“The aim of the High is to remain where they are. The aim of
the Middle is to change places with the High. The aim of the
Low (...) is to abolish all distinctions and create a society in
which all men shall be equal” (201).

By the late nineteenth century, the recurrence of this
pattern became obvious, to the point that this
cyclical process of inequality was the unalterable
law of human life. (202)

https://www.you
tube.com/watch
?v=NzDhm808o
U4

“Do

not let them take away your power. Do not let
them take away your democracy”.
- Former President Barack Obama

“The hope lies in the proles”
-Winston Smith
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